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New Super PAC Targets Schumer With Media Push  
in Upstate New York 

2- MINUTE “STORY-TELLING” TV SPOT SHOWING 

IN MAJOR CITIES OF BUFFALO, SYRACUSE, ROCHESTER 

SCHUMER AS “CHOSEN CANDIDATE OF LIBERAL MEDIA BOSSES” MEANS GOP CAN 
TAP INTO “VOTERS’ FURY” AGAINST MEDIA AND POLITICAL CORRECTNESS 

SPOT CITES "PEOPLE'S FURY" AT THE MOST POWERFUL AND CORRUPT POLITICAL 
FORCE IN AMERICA--MEDIA BOSSES. "SUITS IN THE SUITES" WHO ARE COVERING UP 
TRUTH ABOUT THEIR CHOSEN CANDIDATES 

CORRUPTING AMERICAN JOURNALISM BY NOT LETTING THEIR OWN REPORTERS 
TELL THE TRUTH 

NO LONGER REPUBLICANS VS DEMOCRATS BUT MEDIA BOSSES VS. AMERICA. THEY 
ARE THE OPPOSITION PARTY.  

“IDEOLOGUES AND POLITICAL HATERS WHO WANT TO INFLUENCE EVERY ASPECT 
OF AMERICAN LIFE” 

  “WHEN VOTERS REALIZE THEY CAN VOTE AGAINST THE MEDIA AND POLITICAL 
CORRECTNESS THE DEMOCRATS WILL LOSE SENATE SEATS”  

TAKING DOWN BLUE-STATE “SAFE SEATS” LIKE SCHUMER ‘S COULD MEAN GOP 
WAVE ELECTION IN THE SENATE 

ACCUSES SCHUMER OF PROMOTING POLITICAL WAR ON POLICE OFFICERS, 
CATHOLICS AND SCRIPTURAL CHRISTIANS, US MILITARY, AND DISSENTERS 

  



	  
 

AD SAYS SCHUMER MUST ALSO ADDRESS “EXTREMIST ISSUE” AND RENOUNCE 
“BILLIONAIRE AMERICA HATER” GEORGE SOROS, “RACIALLY DIVISIVE” AL 
SHARPTON” BLACK LIVES MATTER, AND“ANTI -RELIGION FANATICS” AT ACLU 

• GOP SHOULD START BLUE-STATE ATTACK ON DEMOCRATS BY MAKING 
ISSUE OF THE OBAMA COVER-UP BY THE MEDIA BOSSES.  
(Cites analysis of puff coverage of Obama by veteran reporter Richard Benendetto)  

• AD SAYS “SUITS IN THE SUITES” ARE SUPPRESSING THEIR OWN 
REPORTERS – GIVES THREE EXAMPLES 

• GOP NEEDS TO REALIZE OBAMA’S RECORD IS THE GIFT THAT KEEPS ON 
GIVING IN HOUSE AND SENATE RACES. 

• GOP MUST TAKE ADVANTAGE OF GREATEST SET OF ISSUES FOR AN 
OPPOSITION PARTY “SINCE RICHARD NIXON’S WATERGATE AND JIMMY 
CARTER’S INCOMPETENCE AND FOREIGN POLICY DISASTERS” 

• SAYS SCHUMER IS “CHIEF SENATE ENABLER” OF THE “WORST PRESIDENT 
AND MOST CORRUPT ADMINISTRATION IN HISTORY” 

• GO AT THE OPPOSITION’S STRENGTH IS ONE OF THE FIRST RULES OF WAR 
OR SPORTS. WHY DO REPUBLICAN ALWAYS PLAY DEFENSE?” ASKS 
SPOKESMAN 

 “MEDIA BOSSES GLORIFY” KAEPERNICK INSULT 
 TO ANTHEM AND FLAG. 
JANE FONDA HAS CAMEO APPEARANCE—TV SPOT. 

 

WASHINGTON, DC – Asking New Yorkers to “strike back at the liberal media bosses who are 
corrupting American journalism” by defeating “their chosen candidate,” America Is Worth It, a 
new Super PAC, has launched an upstate New York TV media blitz against U.S. Senator Charles 
Schumer (D-NY). 

The 120 second TV spot is playing in New York‘s three major upstate media markets (Buffalo, 
Syracuse, and Rochester) starting Thursday and continuing through Wednesday of next week. 
The ad features news headlines that its sponsors say backs up the allegations. 

“This is not a right-wing rant against media bias,” said America is Worth It spokesman George 
Landrith. “We cite specifics about how media bosses are suppressing their own reporters and 
corrupting journalism. That’s why Schumer is their chosen candidate.” 

MEDIA BOSSES  SUPPRESSING OWN REPORTERS AND CORRUPTING AMERICAN 
JOURNALISM.  CITES EXAMPLES OF NEW YORK TIMES REPORTER, NBC LISA 
MEYERS AND CBS SHERYL ATKINSON FOR TRYING TO TELL TRUTH ABOUT 
SCANDALS. 

 



	  
"The spot points out how The New York Times yanked and rewrote an IRS scandal story that 
made the administration look bad. How NBC thwarted veteran investigative reporter Lisa 
Meyers when  she tried to tell the truth about Obamacare. And how CBS shut down Sharyl 
Attkisson for trying to reveal the scandal of Benghazi. It also cites an article by veteran reporter 
Richard Benedetto about how networks do puff coverage of Obama.  How Obama gets away 
with-- Wall St. Journal." 

WHY USE A LONG FORMAT? 

“We believe our ad imitates how people, especially millennials, get their news today, with a 
flood of headlines and twitter-length messages,” said Landrtih, about the TV spots’ 
unusual length.  “At the same time we put a narrative around all this and we find viewers 
are very grateful for the context. They find it a lot to take in at first, but they also recognize 
the rush of truth and want to see it again." 

WAVE ELECTION AGAINST BLUE-STATE DEMS LIKE SCHUMER 

“Schumer is the chief Senate enabler of the worst president and most corrupt administration in 
American history,” said Landrith. “Nothing would stun America’s liberal media bosses more 
than defeating the Senator who has been their co-worker in covering up this administration’s 
incompetence, scandals and ties to extremist groups.” 

“Republicans can have a wave election this year in the U.S. Senate, but they must tap into the 
fury voters are showing towards media bias and political correctness,” Landrith asserted. 

“This goes far beyond what Richard Nixon’s Watergate gave Democrats in 1974 or what Jimmy 
Carter‘s incompetence and foreign policy disasters gave Republicans in 1980,” continued 
Landrith. “The GOP must realize that all the extremist liberalism and the corruption cover-ups of 
Obama and Schumer have handed them the greatest set of issues in the history of Senate races.” 

SCHUMER FREE RIDE FROM MEDIA ON HIS EXTREMIST TIES 

 “Schumer has gotten a free ride from the New York and national media,” Landrith says. The 
ad’s long format (two minutes) takes on Schumer for what Landright called the “extremist 
issue.” 

The TV spot claims the media has never asked to Schumer renounce Billionaire “America-hater” 
George Soros, “racial divisive” Al Sharpton, the Black Lives Matter movement and “anti-
religious fanatics” at the ACLU. 

SCHUMER WAR ON POLICE, CATHOLICS AND SCRIPTURAL CHRISTIANS, U.S. 
MILITARY AND DISSENTERS 

It also accuses Schumer of advancing the Obama administration’s political wars on four groups: 

(1) Police officers – The ad shows headlines about the administration first siding with those who 
assault police officers. 

  



	  
(2) Catholics and scriptural Christians – The ad shows a picture of the Little Sisters of the 
Poor as well as headlines about administration threats against other Catholic hospitals and 
charity groups. 

(3) The U.S. military – The ad shows headline about political correctness in military and Rose 
Garden ceremony for deserter Bergdahl. 

(4) Dissent – The ad shows headlines about Democratic prosecutors trying to criminalize dissent 
and mentions Schumer’s proposed constitutional amendment that would shut down First 
Amendment rights and reinforce media bosses monopoly. 

“The liberal media knows that as long as they can prop up an incumbent President’s approval 
ratings, this will help their chosen candidates,” said Landrith. “That’s why if Republicans get the 
truth about the Obama record cover-up they can win victories in the U.S. Senate.” 

JANE FONDA CAMEO APPEARANCE 

The TV spot shows San Francisco 49ers quarterback Colin Kapernick along with the heads of 
networks like ESPN and says they “media bosses glorify insult to anthem and flag.” Followed by 
a picture of actress and liberal activist Jane Fonda and the question “Will Jane Fonda join next?” 

“The NFL is just standing by and letting the networks play up Kapernick’s insult to the anthem 
and the flag,” said Landrith. “If this were conservative athletes protesting against, say, abortion 
on demand or media bias, the networks wouldn’t pay any attention at all.” 

“The Jane Fonda photo is meant to spark questions from millennials. We want to remind them 
that this isn’t the first time pampered, confused celebrities insulted those who keep us free.” 

FIRST WAVE 

“This is only the first wave of spots,” said Landrith. “And we hope we will be moving soon into 
the New York City media market, but we wanted to observe the time-honored practice in New 
York politics of establishing a new campaign by going upstate first.” 

GROUP INFORMATION 

“We are a group of conservative activists -- young, middle-aged and seniors,” said Landrith. 
“Several of us have lived and worked in New York, one of us grew up there, another one works 
there still, and all of us love New Yorkers and want to help them get a new U.S. Senator.” 

As an independent expenditure, we have had no contact with any campaign and will not do so. 
But Schumer’s opponent, Wendy Long, seems to be presentable and able,” Landrith said. 

For more information, or to view the ad, please visit – http://www.AmericaIsWorthIt.co m. 
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HERE is voice-over script: 

This election year is about the people’s fury at the most powerful and corrupt political force in 
America  

— the media bosses,  

— the suits in the suites who are covering up the truth about their chosen candidates.  

 

They are corrupting American journalism by not letting their own reporters tell the truth 

(Screen:   NY Times pulls IRS story, NBC Lisa Myers, CBS Sharyl Attkisson) 

It’s no longer Republicans vs. Democrats  

it’s Media Bosses vs. America 

they are ideologues and political haters who want to influence every aspect of our lives 

they are even  politicizing sports  

(Screen—pix of  Kaepernick, media executives who “glorify insult to anthem and flag” Pix of 
Jane Fonda “Will Jane Join?” 

they are not just biased for an opposition party. 

they are  the opposition party.  

But this year Americans are fighting back against their power 

and you can join the fight  

send a message and stun the media bosses who won’t ask CHUCK SCHUMER about his ties to 
left wing extremists like  

billionaire  America -hater George Soros, 

racially divisive Al Sharpton,  

Black Lives Matter 

and the anti-religious fanatics at ACLU. 

  

  



	  
Make the media ask Schumer why he is the chief Senate apologist for the administration and the 
government’s  

war on police officers  

war on the US military, 

war on Catholics and scriptural Christians, 

war on political dissenters  

war on the small businesses that create new jobs.  

Schumer supports the low growth policies that keep Americans dependant on government 

the people believe the American dream is dying 

(Screen:  65 to 70% think American dream is over) 

But  instead of exposing the scandals the media bosses are propping up the worst president and 
most corrupt administration in history  

And Chuck Schumer is the leading Senate apologist for all the corruption cover-ups. 

Schumer thinks liberals have a right to lie because the people can’t be trusted with the truth.   

Schumer is the leader in corrupting the Supreme Court with strutting vanities and unelected 
rulers. 

he is even trying to pass an amendment that would protect the news monopoly of his media 
bosses by shutting down First Amendment rights. 

make this a wave election 

join the outrage of Republicans, Independent and Democrats. 

Defeat Extremist Liberal Chuck Schumer. 

Return the Dream to America  

STOP the political correctness of the media  

Defeat Schumer and his Media Bosses.  

  
 (AMERICA IS WORTH IT IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CONTENT OF THIS ADVERTISEMENT) 


